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What do you do with an Idea?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSfNv0-SgJM


What is Inquiry?
“Inquiry is an approach to learning whereby students find and use a 
variety of sources of information and ideas to increase their 
understanding of a problem, topic or issue of importance.  It requires 
more than simply answering questions or getting a right answer. It 
espouses investigation, exploration, search, quest, research, pursuit and 
study. It is enhanced by involvement with a community of learners, each 
learning from the other in social interaction.”

Getting Started with Student Inquiry. (2011, October 1). Capacity Building Series.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9hXqzkH7YA


Getting Started with Student Inquiry

https://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_StudentInquiry.pdf
https://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_StudentInquiry.pdf


What happens at each stage?

Inquiry Sort
● Think of what the stage name means

○ What synonyms might students come up with?
○ Which of the given verbs fit with each stage?

When you see          in the upper right corner of a slide, click it to take you to the page of the HDSB Inquiry Process website that features the 
activity we explored on that slide.

https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/educator
https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/educator


Inquiry Sort - continued

● Classify and sort the statements according 
to the stage it occurs in
○ Why are some statements repeated?

https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/educator


Inquiry Web Site Exploration

inquiry.hdsb.ca
● videos

● templates

● teacher tools

● reflection questions

http://inquiry.hdsb.ca
http://inquiry.hdsb.ca
http://inquiry.hdsb.ca


Inquiry Web Site

English and French



Stage Layout



Screenshots 
of templates

Videos

Reflection 
Questions

Links to 
Google Doc 
templates

STUDENT



Educator’s Role

Instructional 
Strategy Videos

Google Doc 
templates 
students have 
available to 
them 

Google Doc 
Blackline 
masters

Possible 
Anchor Charts

Suggested 
Apps

TEACHER



Co-Plan
Co-Teach



Co-Plan/Co-Teach - Collaboration

https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/educator


FOCUS



Wonder Walls

A ‘Wonder Wall’ is a place where 
groups of questions can be modeled, 
recorded, shared, and encouraged. As 
students discover answers to their 
questions they can be marked with a 
check and more can be added. Another 
option is to have students write their 
questions on sticky notes that can be 
placed on the wall and then removed 
off the wall when answered. 

https://docs.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/drawings/d/1CyIGvEsV-2_5Geg9_uf7UfesIVJPyhGL8jT3bqgtkDM/edit?usp=sharing


I wonder...

Using a photo or picture to teach 
questioning… 
• I wonder where the truck is going 
• I wonder what the truck is carrying 
• I wonder why the truck is painted 
that way 
• Tell a partner, I wonder…



Questioning

What could his 
question be?



Questioning

● What makes a good research question?

● Thick vs. Thin Questions Sort

https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/getting-ready-tools


Focus - Q- Tasks Box Activity

Learning about “Open/Thick” and “Closed/Thin” 
questions.

Q-Task Activity



Focus - Questioning

Dissecting Thick Questions

Brainstorm all the thin questions you would 
need to answer before being able to answer the 
thick question.

How have the Government’s actions affected 
the First Nations culture and identity?



Focus - Questioning

Help students generate 
inquiry questions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBZ_Etx6oDg


Focus - Using a Q-wheel

● use the Q-wheel and brainstorm as many 
questions as you can

● categorize the questions as “open/thick” or 
“closed/thin”

● which questions would further your inquiry 
and which questions are less useful



Focus - Other uses for the Q-wheel
Build Imagination and Prediction Skills with Picture Books - Provide each small group of students with a picture 
book. Ask them to read the title, author, and illustrator and study the visual cover. Ask students to think about the 
possible story within the covers and spin the Q Wheel to build questions they are curious about, based on their 
examination of the cover. The activity could be used just as a pre-reading catalyst with several picture books or 
students could continue questioning during the story and even after reading to review the storyline or to create ideas for 
a storybook sequel. 

Prepare for Literature and Inquiry Circles - Provide the ‘questioner’ with a Q-Wheel to spin to help with developing 
questions for a novel study or inquiry topic. The student will need to record the best questions in preparation for the 
discussion circle.

Study Buddies - Working with a partner, or in a small group have students review content and quiz each other by 
building questions with the Q-Wheel.

Deconstruct and Analyze Visual Media - The Q-Wheel is a handy prompt when working with any kind of visual media 
– photographs, graphs, charts, infographics, advertisements, political cartoons and video etc.. Formally give students 
lots of experience building questions to help them deconstruct and analyze media. Again working in groups adds to the 
success. Teach students to consider the type of media, the intended audience, how it was created, special techniques 
used etc.

https://sites.google.com/site/infosmarts4learning/q-smarts/questioning-to-learn



EXPLORE



Explore - Note Taking Strategies



Explore - Note Taking Strategies
● Put together the sentences

● What words are necessary for understanding?

● Make dot jots for the sentences

● What do you notice about the words that you did not use in 

your dot jots?

● Are there other ways to make your dot jots shorter?

● Use Money Mat to demonstrate the value of word choice

https://docs.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/drawings/d/1i_IT1t27aYy2aPTycqU5C5-G6XnnWN3xrJP4yLHucVg/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/explore-tools


Explore - Note Taking Strategies

● develop an anchor 
chart from your 
class discussion



Explore - Note Taking Strategies

Strikethrough/Highlight - Moose Example
In order to stay cool in the Summer, moose swim in lakes and rivers. 
Moose antlers are b/w 120 - 150 cm in length. The fur on a Moose can 
be black, reddish or greyish brown. Moose have developed senses of 
smell and hearing.

● stay cool in Summer, swim lakes, rivers
● antlers b/w 120 - 150 cm
● fur black, reddish, greyish brown
● developed smell, hearing



ANALYZE



Analyze - 
Determining 
Importance

Comprehension Connections – 
Bridges to Strategic Reading – 
Tanny McGregor 



Analyze - Determining Importance

You are going for a run 
and will not be able to 
take your purse, and 
therefore you will need 
to determine which 
items are important 
enough to take.

http://www.fffabulous.com/images/2008/04/09/lv_galleriagm_3.jpg?ow:225,docid:607991580881717699
http://www.blogcdn.com/www.dailyfinance.com/media/2010/08/old-navy-coupon.jpg
http://www.mobilemarketingwatch.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Will-NFC-Kill-Your-Car-Keys.jpg
http://www.citynews.ca/files/2009/01/70ba835a46df8ad52e9b86035589.jpeg
http://www.goodhousekeeping.com/cm/goodhousekeeping/images/D2/1212-mac-red-lipstick-lgn.jpg
http://www.cumbriacrack.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/asthma-inhaler.jpg
http://hunt4freebies.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Trident-Single-Pack-Gum.png


Analyze - Venn Diagram 

● use Venn Diagram to compare your 
information

https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/processing-tools


Analyze - Venn Diagram



Analyze - Venn Diagram



Analyze - Louis Riel  

● Sort the information to help determine your 

position

● Is there information that is no longer relevant 

to your position?

https://sites.google.com/a/hdsb.ca/inquiry-model/processing-tools


Analyze - So What?

● How does my information relate to my 

question?

● What conclusions and inferences can I 

make?

● What information am I missing?



FINAL 
THOUGHTS



Resources

Have a look at some of the resources we use



Last thoughts...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfmQvc6tB1o



